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The Kaon Production Target (KPT) is an important component of the proposed K-Long Facility15

(KLF) for strange hadron spectroscopy in Hall D at JLab [1]. In this note we present a conceptual16

design for the Be-target assembly for the planned K-Long beam line, which will be used along with17

the GlueX spectrometer in its standard configuration for the proposed experiment. The high inten-18

sity 12 GeV CEBAF electron beam with 5 µA current enables creation of intensive bremßtrahlung19

photon beam to produce the flux of KL beam on the order of ∼ 104 KL/sec on the GlueX target20

exceeding the KL flux previously obtained at SLAC by three orders of magnitude. The most impor-21

tant requirement for the KPT is to make sure that the neutron and the photon flux accompanying22

secondary KL beam is well under control from radiation point of view. The Monte Carlo simulations23

for the proposed conceptual design of KPT show that the resulting neutron and gamma flux lead24

to a prompt radiation dose rate for the KLF experiment that is below the JLab Radiation Control25

Department radiation dose rate limits in the experimental hall and at the site boundary and will26

have no impact on the performance of the GlueX spectrometer.2728
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I. KLF PHYSICS CASE51

The GlueX spectrometer in Hall D at Jefferson Lab,52

shown in Figure 1, is a powerful tool employed by the53

GlueX Collaboration to investigate a wide range of top-54

ics in meson and baryon spectroscopy and structure, par-55

ticularly the search for mesons with excited gluonic con-56

tent, using the recently upgraded 12 GeV electron beam57

of CEBAF accelerator. The spectrometer is carefully de-58

signed [2] to measure charged and neutral final state par-59

ticles with almost 4π acceptance.60

Photon Beam

FIG. 1. The GlueX spectrometer.

The proposed secondary KL beam at Jefferson Labo-61

ratory [1] will revolutionize our understanding of bound62

systems containing strange quarks by providing the long-63

sought, high quality experimental data required to reach64

deeper understanding of the role of strange quarks in65

hadrons. It is expected that this facility will enable sig-66

nificant new progress in the strange hadron spectroscopy,67

both in the experimental, as well as theoretical under-68

standing of these states. It will also have a a high impact69

on the experimental program of strange hadron spec-70

troscopy using electromagnetic probes bringing them into71

a new frontier. The facility and its associated physics72

program would allow the hadron spectroscopy communi-73

ties around the world to make an exciting new scientific74

advances. The existing infrastructure at Jefferson Lab is75

well suited to provide a new, world class kaon beam facil-76

ity to enable groundbreaking progress in our field in the77

next decade. We are confident that obtained new experi-78

mental data will significantly enrich the physics program79

of the hadron spectroscopy in general and the scientific80

community at Jefferson Lab will continue its world lead-81

ing standing in this field.82

The study of the strange hadrons provides a natural83

motivation for the future measurements at Jefferson Lab84

well in accord with the long range plan summarized in85

Reaching for the Horizon: Long Range Plan for86

Nuclear Science [3]: For many years, there were both87

theoretical and experimental reasons to believe that the88

strange sea-quarks might play a significant role in the89

nucleon’s structure; a better understanding of the role of90

strange quarks became an important priority.91

We propose to create a secondary beam of neutral92

kaons in Hall D at Jefferson Lab to be used with the93

GlueX experimental setup for the strange hadron spec-94

troscopy [1]. The superior CEBAF electron beam will95

enable a flux of neutral long-lived kaons on the order of96

∼ 104 KL/sec, which exceeds the kaon flux previously97

attained at SLAC [8] by three orders of magnitude. The98

use of the deuterium target in addition to the standard99

liquid hydrogen target will provide the first ever mea-100

surements of the neutral kaons interacting with neutrons.101

The ability of the GlueX spectrometer to measure reac-102

tion fragments over the wide ranges of a polar θ and az-103

imuthal ϕ angles with a good coverage for both a charged104

and a neutral particles (see, for instance, Refs. [9–11]),105

together with the KL momentum information from the106

KL time-of-flight, provides an ideal environment for these107

measurements.108

Our KLF proposal Strange hadron spectroscopy with109

secondary KL beam in Hall D C12–19–001 received a110

full approval from the PAC48 [4] to run in Hall D for111

200 PAC days.112

As a part of the KLF project, three new critical ele-113

ments will be added to the Hall D beamline: the Compact114

Photon Source (CPS) [5], the Kaon Production Target115

(KPT) [6], and the Kaon Flux Monitor (KFM) [7].116

In this work, we describe a conceptual design for the117

KPT that satisfies the requirements for the KLF pro-118

gram, and show through simulations that the expected119

radiation and heat deposition are within acceptable lim-120

its.121

II. THE KLF BEAMLINE122

A schematic view of the proposed Hall D beam line for123

the KLF project showing the production chain e → γ →124

KL is given in Fig. 2.125

At the first stage, 12 GeV electrons with a 5 µA current126

scatter off of a copper radiator (10% X0) contained in-127

side the CPS [5] generating an intense beam of untagged128

bremßtrahlung photons, which then travels ≈ 65m to-129

wards the KPT. The energy spectrum of this photon130

beam that reaches the upstream end of the KPT Beryl-131

lium target is shown in Fig. 3, and has a total power of132

approximately 5.7 kW. The photon beam has an inten-133

sity at the KPT of 4.7 × 1012 γ/sec for Eγ > 1.5 GeV,134

which corresponds to the production threshold of the ϕ-135

meson, which is the main source of the KL beam. The136

remaining power of the 12 GeV, 60 kW electron beam is137

deposited within the CPS assembly which also acts as an138

electron beam dump.139

The CPS will be located downstream of the Hall-D140

tagger magnet. The existing Hall D tagger magnet and141

detectors will not be used.142

At the second stage, the bremsstrahlung photons hit143

the Be target located at the upstream end of the colli-144

mator alcove of the main experimental hall (see Fig. 5)145
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FIG. 2. Schematic view of the KLF beam line in Hall D with the production chain e→ γ → KL. The
main components are the CPS, KPT, sweep magnet, and KFM (see text for details). The beam goes
from the left to the right.

FIG. 3. fff03 The energy spectrum of the bremsstrahlung
photons on the face of the Be-target. Calculations were
performed using the MCNP radiation transport code [12].

and produce a beam containing neutral kaons with flux146

∼ 104 KL/sec, neutrons with flux ∼ 6.6 × 105 n/sec,147

a smaller flux of photons, and charged particles. The148

charged particles are then removed from the beam with149

a sweep magnet, leaving a beam that is dominantly com-150

posed of neutral kaons and neutrons.151

III. PROPOSED CONCEPT FOR THE152

BERYLLIUM TARGET153

The KPT is built around a Beryllium target with 40 cm154

length and 6 cm diameter, and will be located in the col-155

limator alcove in Hall D. This concept follows the suc-156

cessful use of beryllium targets for KL production at157

SLAC [13] and NINA [14]. A schematic view of the Be-158

target assembly is given in Fig. 4. In this section, we159

describe the design of this target assembly and the ex-160

pected secondary beam characteristics.161

The collimator alcove has enough room to hold the162

additional shielding and beam line components required163

to prepare the KL beam before it reaches the main part164

of the experimental hall. Since it is planned to be able165

to switch between the photon and KL beam line con-166

figurations, we note that the collimator alcove is wide167

enough, at 4.52 m in width, for the Be target assembly168

to be moved to the side (Fig. 5) and remain far enough169

from the beam line to allow for the reinstillation of pho-170

ton beam line components when switch to regular photon171

beam mode. Sufficient water cooling is also already avail-172

able in this alcove to dissipate the approximately 5.3 kW173

of power delivered by the photon beam to the KPT as-174

sembly.175

We have performed comprehensive simulations of the176

neutron, photon, and muon backgrounds to optimize the177

KPT design and to evaluate the resulting radiation lev-178

els and their possible influence on the performance of179

the GlueX detector. The most important and damag-180

ing background comes from neutrons. To estimate the181

neutron and gamma flux in the beam and the neutron182

prompt radiation dose rate in the experimental hall from183

scattered neutrons and gammas, we used the MCNP6184

N-Particle (MCNP) radiation transport code [12].185

For the MCNP calculations (in terms of flux186

[part/s/cm2/MeV] or biological dose rate [mrem/h]),187

many tallies, i.e., spots where we calculated the flux or188

dose rate, were placed along the beam and in the exper-189

imental hall and the alcove for the neutron and gamma190

fluence estimation. Fluence-to-Effective Dose conversion191

factors from ICRP 116 [15] were implemented to convert192

the neutron and gamma fluences into effective dose rates.193

We used the material composition data for the radiation194

transport modeling from Ref. [16].195

The MCNP simulations are based on the advanced196

nuclear cross section libraries created and maintained197

by several DOE National Laboratories. The physical198

models implemented in the MCNP6 code take into ac-199

count bremßtrahlung photon production, photo nuclear200

reactions, neutrons and photons multiple scattering pro-201

cesses. The experimental hall, collimator alcove, and202

the photon beam produced in CPS were modeled using203

the specifications from the layout presented in Figure 5,204

shown as a 3D graphic model of the experimental setup.205
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FIG. 4. fff06 Schematic view of the KPT assembly. Concrete, borated polyethylene, lead,
tungsten, beryllium, vacuum beam pipe, and air shown by grey, pink, brown, light blue,
blue, violet, and white colors, respectively. The beam goes from the left to the right.

FIG. 5. fff04 Schematic view of Hall D setting for the MCNP radiation transport code [12] calculations.
The model is presented as semi-transparent for demonstration purposes. The beam goes from the left to the
right.

Additional radiation studies and calculations of power206

deposition were performed with the FLUKA (version207

FLUKA2021.2.9) software package [17].208

A. Target and Plug Materials and Dimensions209

The KL beam will be produced through interactions of210

the photon beam with a beryllium target of 40 cm length211

and 6 cm diameter. The target is made of beryllium be-212

cause the lighter elements have a higher photoproduction213

yield with a lower absorption of KL’s and a large radia-214

tion length, as pointed out in previous SLAC studies [21].215
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The length of the target was optimized by MC simula-216

tions of theKL yield versus Be target length in a different217

ranges of KL momenta shown in Fig. 6.218

Other target materials that would be easier to handle219

than beryllium were considered, such as carbon. com-220

mon target material could be a carbon, which is easier221

to handle than beryllium, however the simulations we222

performed show that a beryllium target performs sig-223

nificantly better than a similar target made of carbon.224

However, Pythia [18] simulations showed that the kaon225

yield from beryllium is a factor 1.51 larger than that from226

carbon at the same radiation length. From MCNP sim-227

ulations, we found that the absorption of neutrons in a228

beryllium target is about ∼ 1.45 larger than in a sim-229

ilar carbon target. From both of these considerations,230

beryllium is the preferred target material.231

A tungsten beam plug of 10 cm thickness (∼ 30 r.l.)232

and 16 cm diameter is attached to the downstream end of233

the beryllium target (as illustrated in Fig. 4) to clean up234

the beam and absorb induced radiation. In earlier studies235

at SLAC [21], it was shown that tungsten is an optimal236

material for the plug and that the tungsten has a lower237

absorption factor for kaons as compared to copper. We238

confirmed this effect through Pythia simulations, where239

we found the ratio of KL’s surviving after a tungsten240

beam plug to one made of copper to be 1.16 (1.36) for241

kaon momentum of 1 GeV/c (0.5 GeV/c). Using MCNP242

simulations, we also found that the tungsten plug more243

effectively reduces the flux of secondary neutrons and244

photons compared to lead or copper of the same length.245

The positive effect of tungsten material compared to lead246

(copper) was found to be 2.25 (9.29) times lower flux of247

neutrons and 8.11 (66.8) for photons.248

The yield of kaons from the tungsten plug was esti-249

mated to be negligible compared to the rate of kaons250

produced in the beryllium target. From these considera-251

tions, tungsten is the preferred beam plug material.252

The dimensions of the tungsten plug were also opti-253

mized. It was found that increasing the plug diameter254

will increase the neutron background. For example, in-255

creasing the diameter to 24 cm from 16 cm yields an256

increase of neutron production by a factor of 2.8. This257

effect is due to re-scattered neutrons in the plug. How-258

ever, there is no significant effect for photons.259

It was also found that increasing the plug length will260

decrease the neutron and photon backgrounds. For ex-261

ample, increasing the plug length to 15 cm from 10 cm262

results factor of 0.6 for neutron production, and even a263

larger factor for photon production. However, increasing264

the plug length also reduces the number of KL’s which265

exit the KPT. Therefore, we take the final length to be266

10 cm.267

B. Location of the Be-target Assembly268

To reduce the effect of the neutron and photon back-269

ground coming from the beryllium target and tungsten270

plug into the experimental hall, we place the KPT up-271

stream of the GlueX spectrometer in the collimator al-272

cove (see Fig. 5). Additional shielding inside the colli-273

mator alcove is added to minimize the neutron and γ274

background in the experimental hall and to satisfy the275

JLab RadCon radiation dose rate limit in the experi-276

mental hall (1 mrem/h), which is roughly based on the277

requirement to limit the yearly dose accumulation at the278

CEBAF boundary at 10 mrem. The key area for the dose279

rate evaluation is in an area of (6 × 6) m2 on ceiling of280

the experimental hall centered above the GlueX detector,281

as shown in Fig. 5. The dose rate limit at that location282

roughly corresponds to the expected dose rate at the CE-283

BAF fence at the level of 1 µrem/h, as both evaluated284

and observed at other locations at CEBAF (in the vicin-285

ity of the high power End Stations of Halls A and C). The286

Fig. 7 illustrates typical radiation dose rates currently ob-287

served around the Collimator Cave at Hall D during pho-288

ton beam operation, which are generally ≲ 100 mrad/h.289

The task for the shielding design of the Be target as-290

sembly in the Collimator Cave for the new experiment is291

to keep the radiation environment in the hall at or be-292

low the typical current level, both during and after beam293

delivery.294

A vacuum beam pipe extends between the KPT and295

the cryogenic target, and prevents the beam kaons and296

background neutrons and photons re-scattering in the air297

in the experimental hall. Directly downstream of the298

Be target there will be a sweeping magnet with a field299

integral of 0.8 T ·m to remove up the charged particle300

component from the beam.301

C. The Kaon and Neutron Flux302

Charged particles produced by the interaction of the303

photon beam with the KPT are removed by a sweep mag-304

net downstream of the KPT. The resulting beam con-305

sists primarily of neutrons and KL’s, and in this sec-306

tion we calculate their properties. Neutral kaon produc-307

tion by bremßtrahlung photons was simulated using the308

PYTHIA MC generator [18]. The photon flux on the309

KPT face shown in Fig. 3 was used as input for Monte310

Carlo simulations. The main mechanism of KL produc-311

tion in our energy range is via ϕ-meson photoproduction,312

which yields the same number of K0 and K
0
.313

The neutron flux calculations were performed using the314

MCNP radiation transport code [12], and a simplified315

model of the KLF beamline. The MCNP model sim-316

ulated a 12 GeV 5 µA electron beam hitting the cop-317

per radiator inside of the CPS. Electrons were trans-318

ported through the copper radiator where they produced319

bremßtrahlung photons, which, in turn, were transported320

through the vacuum pipe until they hit the beryllium321

target. Secondary particles including neutrons and pho-322

tons were traced in all components of the MCNP model.323

However, areas outside the concrete walls of the colli-324

mator alcove and the bremßtrahlung photon beam pipe325
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FIG. 6. Dependence of the K-long yield at the GlueX cryogenic LH2 target on the
thickness of the target for the different KL momenta ranges. Top Left: For all KL

momenta, PKL. Top Right: For PKL = 400 − 480 MeV/c. Bottom Left: For PKL =
1− 2 GeV/c. Bottom Right: For PKL ≥ 2 GeV/c.

were excluded from the model to increase the calculation326

speed. Additionally, we replaced the detailed models of327

the pair spectrometer and flux monitor magnets with five328

iron blocks placed around the beam pipe at the entrance329

of the main experimental hall that contains GlueX spec-330

trometer.331

Fig. 8 shows that our simulations for the KLF KL and332

neutron flux (Fig. 8 (left)), which are qualitatively similar333

with the KL spectrum measured by SLAC at 16 GeV [21]334

(Fig. 8 (right)). The KLF KL flux is primarily over the335

range p(KL) = 1−10 GeV/c, with a maximum flux near336

4 GeV/c. The neutron flux falls sharply as the neutron337

momentum increases, and is mostly limited to p(n) <338

2 GeV/c.339

D. Neutron Flux on the Upstream Face of the340

GlueX Spectrometer341

The neutron flux produced by the KPT has the po-342

tential to affect components of the GlueX spectrometer.343

The most sensitive components are the silicon photomul-344
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FIG. 7. fffradenv A typical radiation environment in the
Hall D Collimator Cave. Average hourly (red) and 8 h (blue)
readings of the radiation monitors RM-508 are shown as a
function of the calendar time during the Hall D operations in
July-October of 2022.

tipliers (SiPMs) used for the Start Counter (SC) [23–25]345

and Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BCAL) [25, 26],346

which are located on the upstream end of the GlueX spec-347

trometer. The SiPM detectors are only sensitive to neu-348

tron energies above 1 MeV [22]. To investigate the po-349

tential effect on these sensors, we calculated the prompt350

neutron dose rate for these neutron energies as a function351

of radial distance on the upstream end and show these352

results in Fig. 9 (left). The SiPMs used in the SC and353

BCAL are expected to tolerate this calculated neutron354

background. Previous studies state that the dose rate355

of 30 mrem/h increases the dark current at SiPM by a356

factor of 5 after 75 days of photon beam running [22].357

The expected dose is well below this rate.358

IV. RADIATION SAFETY REQUIREMENTS359

In this section, we summarize the radiation safety re-360

quirements for the KPT and the calculations performed361

which show that these requirements are satisfied by the362

current KPT design. The task for the shielding design363

of the CPS in the Tagger enclosure and of the Beryl-364

lium target assembly in the Collimator Cave for the new365

experiment is to keep the radiation environment in their366

vicinity at or below the typical current level, both during367

and after the beam delivery. The radiation safety consid-368

erations are taken into account in the Beryllium target369

assembly design as explained in the Sections III.C and370

III.D above. The final design will be reviewed by the Ra-371

diation Physics Group at JLab for the final adjustments372

and approval when it is ready.373

V. PROMPT DOSE374

The prompt radiation dose in the KPT alcove affects375

the lifetime of materials and equipment. We calculate376

the prompt dose in the region of the KPT and the ad-377

joining labyrinth using a FLUKA simulation. The layout378

of this region and corresponding map of prompt dose at379

the nominal beam current of 5 µA is shown in Fig. 10.380

These simulations show that most of the prompt radia-381

tion is contained in the KPT, and the rates outside the382

KPT meet the requirements of radiation safety at JLab383

which is 1 mrem/h [19].384

As an additional check, we calculate the prompt ra-385

diation dose rate for neutrons (photons) in the exper-386

imental hall at the key area for RadCon on the ceil-387

ing using MCNP. We find a rate of 0.27 ± 0.08 mrem/h388

(0.065± 0.002 mrem/h), which is also under the limit of389

1 mrem/h [19].390

VI. ACTIVATION DOSE391

The FLUKA model used for the activation calculations392

is more complicated. It includes the CPS, tagger hall, the393

beam line from the tagger hall to the KPT, and the KPT394

along with a more extensive model of the labyrinth and395

the rest of the collimator cave enclosure. The activation396

dose equivalent rates were calculated in units of pSv/s397

using the FLUKA code after 1000 hours of continuous398

operation at the electron beam current 5 µA. The cor-399

responding equivalent dose rates after the end of beam400

delivery for 1 hour, 1 day, 1 week, and 1 month respec-401

tively are shown on Fig. 11 and summarized in Table I.402

According to this figure the activation level around the403

KPT after one hour is below the limit for high radiation404

area (100 mrem/h) and therefore meets the requirements405

of radiation safety at JLab.406

The activation dose rate after 1000 h of operation in407

the KPT labyrinth is shown on Fig. 12. From this figure,408

we conclude that the dose rate near the exit from the409

KPT labyrinth to the main part of the experimental hall410

is below the JLab allowed limit of 1 mrem/h.411
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FIG. 8. fff05 The KL and the neutron momentum spectra on the cryogenic target. Left:
Rate of KL (red) and neutrons (blue) on the LH2/LD2 cryogenic target of Hall D as a
function of their generated momenta, with a total rate of∼ 104 KL/sec and 6.6×105 n/sec,
respectively. The KL flux calculations were performed using Pythia generator [18] while
the neutron flux calculations were performed using the MCNP transport code [12]. Right:
Experimental data from SLAC measurements using a 16 GeV/c electron beam were taken
from Ref. [21] (Figure 3).

FIG. 9. fff08 Left: Prompt neutron radiation dose rate background calculated for SiPM of SC and
BCAL on the face of the cryogenic target. In this case, we did not take into account additional
shielding in the experimental hall. Right: Neutron energy spectrum in the beam on the face of the
cryogenic target.
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FIG. 10. fff17 Prompt dose equivalent in Collimator alcove. Top: – part of full CPS-KPT FLUKA
model with KPT alcove. brown – soil, khaki – concrete, blue – air, grey – lead, pink – borated
polyethylene. green – tungsten, light pink – beryllium. Bottom: – prompt dose equivalent map in
rem/h at the electron beam current 5 µA. Horizontal scale – coordinate along the photon beam
line in cm. Vertical scale – horizontal coordinate in cm. Color scale – prompt dose equivalent in
rem/h within vertical coordinate −150 < y/cm < 150 relative to the beam line. From these plots,
we conclude that the equivalent dose level around the KPT meets the requirements of the radiation
safety at JLab.

TABLE I. Activation estimates around KPT assembly at r = 90 cm, 7000 cm < z < 7150 cm .

Activation after one Hour Day Week Month

(units)

pSv/s 3.5× 104 2× 104 0.5× 103 1× 102

mrem/h 13 8 0.2 0.04
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FIG. 11. fff177 Activation dose in materials of KPT and around it’s surface after 1000 hours of
continuous operation at electron beam current 5 µA and energy 12 GeV. Equivalent dose in pSV/s
after 1 hour accelerator operational pause. Top Left: – After one hour. Top Right: – After one day.
Bottom Left: – After one week. Bottom Right: – After one month. Horizontal scale – coordinate
along the photon beam line in cm. Vertical scale – radial coordinate in cm. Color scale – equivalent
dose in pSv/s. Equivalent dose 105 pSv/s = 36 mrem/h. The numerical estimates of activated dose
at 30 cm distance form the KPT surface (r/cm = 90, 7000 < z/cm < 7150) are given in Table I.
From these plots, we conclude that the activation level around the KPT meets the requirements of
the radiation safety at JLab.
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FIG. 12. fff1776 Activation dose in KPT labyrinth after 1000 hours of continuous operation at electron
beam current 5 µA and energy 12 GeV. Top: Plan view of the KPT labyrinth. Entry door is
marked with red color. Vertical scale - in hall horizontal coordinate x in cm. Horizontal scale - in
hall coordinate along beam z in cm. Bottom: Equivalent dose in mrem/hr after 1 hour accelerator
operational pause. Horizontal scale – coordinate along the photon beam line in cm. Vertical scale –
horizontal coordinate in cm. Color scale – equivalent dose in mrem/hr. Equivalent dose 105 pSv/s =
36 mrem/h. From these plots, we conclude that the activation level near the exit from KPT labyrinth
meets the requirements of the radiation safety at JLab ( below 1 mrem/hr).
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VII. SIMULATION OF POWER DEPOSITION412

IN KPT413

In this Section, we consider the power distribution in414

the KPT. We have calculated this distribution using a415

simplified model of the corresponding beamline using the416

FLUKA software [30].417

A. Beam Line Model in FLUKA418

FIG. 13. Secondary photon beam profile at the entry of the Be

target. Vertical scale - emission probability in a.u, horizontal

scale - photon coordinate across the target in cm.

The simplified beamline model was developed with a419

goal to provide high rate of calculations. The 12 GeV420

electron beam hits the copper target 1.4 mm thick (10%421

of its radiation length). The photon beam propagates to422

a 67 m distance where it hits the beryllium target. The423

secondary photon beam is very well focused on the Be424

target 6 cm in diameter – the photon beam profile on the425

Beryllium target is shown in Fig. 13426

B. Energy Deposition in the Kaon Production427

Target428

The FLUKA model of the kaon production target as-429

sembly is shown in Fig. 14.430

The energy deposition map inside the target is shown431

in Fig. 15. The color scale is given for the energy432

deposition in units of GeV/cm3/electron. In order to433

estimate the power density in GeV/cm3/s this value434

has to be scaled by the electron beam intensity of435

3× 1013 electrons/s at the nominal beam current 5 µA.436

In order to convert it to Watts/cm3 an additional scale437

factor of 1.6 × 10−10 J/GeV is required. For example,438

the maximum energy deposition 0.01 GeV/cm3/electron439

translates to 48 W/cm3.440

The effect of the tails of the photon beam that pass441

through the beam pipe is clearly seen in Fig. 15 at the442

entry to the KPT. This can also be seen by compar-443

ing the projection along the z-coordinate for the full444

KPT (Fig. 16), and for R < 4 cm, which consists mostly445

of the Be target and tungsten plug (Fig. 17). So, the446

photon beam tails create an additional source of radia-447

tion from the surface of the KPT.448

We note that the spectrum of photons on the face of449

the Be-target generated using this simplified model by450

FLUKA agrees well (within ≈10%) with the detailed451

MCNP calculations for Eγ > 0.2 MeV and simple an-452

alytical models.453

VIII. HEATING454

The tungsten absorber block with dimensions of455

(15.25× 15.25× 10) cm3 will absorb most of the photon456

beam energy totaling over 5 KW in power. Therefore, it457

is necessary to cool the absorber with water to prevent458

any of the lead parts of the KPT assembly from melting.459

Figure 18 shows the water cooling setup for the tungsten460

plug which consists of four copper plates cooled with wa-461

ter at 35◦C supply temperature. The copper tubes are462

soldered to the copper plate. The cooling system is de-463

signed to provide 2 gallons/min water flow through the464

tubes.465

We performed a detailed study with steady-state ther-466

mal analysis using simulated data from the FLUKA467

model for the power absorption in the tungsten block de-468

scribed in the previous Section VII as the input for the469

calculations. The temperature calculations include the470

heat transfer through the homogeneous tungsten mate-471

rial towards the copper plates on the sides as well as the472

heat transfer from the copper to the cooling water flowing473

through the tubes.474

Figure 19 shows the temperature distributions in the475

absorber versus x- and y-coordinates (left) at the depth476

of z = 2.5 cm inside the tungsten block, and the tempera-477

ture versus r- and z-coordinates at the azimuthal angle of478

ϕ = 450 (right). The cooling copper plates surrounding479

the tungsten plug are not shown in this Figure. Figure 20480

shows the temperature dependence on the radial coordi-481

nate at the z = 2.5 cm depth and at azimuthal angle482

ϕ = 450 (left), and the dependence on the z-coordinates483

at r = 0 cm and the azimuthal angle of ϕ = 450 (right).484

The results show that the maximum temperature inside485

the tungsten plug will be at the depth of about z = 2.5 cm486

inside the tungsten block along the beam, and the value487

of the temperature at that point is expected to be 220◦C488

with the described cooling configuration. The tempera-489

ture at the sides of the tungsten plug at the depth of the490

maximum heat deposition z = 2.5 cm and in the horizon-491

tal plane on the beamline level is expected to be around492

65◦C. The temperature at the upstream face of the tung-493

sten plug at the point of beam impact is expected to be494

around 180◦C. Based on these results, we conclude that495
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FIG. 14. The FLUKA model of the Kaon Production Target assembly. Vertical scale - R-coordinates, horizontal scale -

coordinate along photon beam directions. Be “target” is a cylinder (light pink), 6 cm diameter and 40 cm long in a air filled

pipe 8 cm in radius. The Be target length corresponds to 1.75 r.l. and was optimized at SLAC. It was shown that the further

increase of the length of the target is not effective as it leads to the rapid falloff of KL momentum spectrum [21]. Following

the target is a “plug” of tungsten (light green) 8 cm radius and 10 cm thick, which is followed by an open pipe 5 cm radius;

the Pb-shield is a cylinder (light blue) with sizes R× L = (50× 132) cm2; the B-doped polyethylene layer (brawn) is sized as

(60 × 150) cm2. A “black wall” located at z = −20 cm with a hole of 3 cm by radius may be placed in front of the target to

form a beam profile shown in Fig. 13(top).

.

the current design for the tungsten plug cooling system496

is sufficient to prevent any significant overheating of the497

material around the tungsten.498

A. Beryllium Target Cooling499

Since there is a concern with air contamination from500

the beryllium if air is blown onto the surface for cooling,501

it is decided to use water cooling for this target (Fig. 21).502

A maximum temperature of 66◦C was found in the beryl-503

lium. The target is wrapped with a 0.065 inch thick cop-504

per sheet in which 0.25 inch cooling tubes are brazed on505

to. The inner surface of the water cooling tube is assumed506

to have a convection coefficient of 5, 000 W/m2 K and a507

water temperature of 40◦C on average. Hand calcula-508

tions and ANSYS steady state thermal calculations [32]509

are in close agreement. The model takes into consid-510

eration imperfect thermal contact between the beryllium511

and copper cooling sheet by incorporating a 100 µ air gap512

between the 2 surfaces. This is very conservative since513

there will be some actual contact. 300 W is applied to a514

theoretical 1 mm diameter hole over the entire length of515

the cylindrical surface.516

IX. SUMMARY517

In this document, we have described a conceptual de-518

sign for a Kaon Production Target that satisfies the re-519

quirements of the KLF project as well as the physical520

and radiological requirements of Jefferson Lab.521

Simulations were performed to optimize the dimen-522

sions of the target and various shielding configurations523

with a goal to maximize the flux of KL’s keeping neutron524

and gamma radiation at the level limited by the safety525

requirements at Jefferson Lab. The resulting kaon flux is526

∼ 104 KL/sec, which meets the requirements for the KLF527

project, while the neutron and gamma fluxes and corre-528

sponding prompt dose rates are safely below the radiation529

dose rate limits established by the Radiology Control Di-530

vision of Jefferson Lab.531
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FIG. 15. Energy deposition inside the borated shielding cylinder of the KLF KPT. Vertical scale – radial coordinate in cm,

horizontal scale – Z-coordinate along the photon beam in cm. Color scale – energy deposition in GeV/cm3/e.

FIG. 16. Power distribution in KPT target along its z-

coordinate.

Since significant beam power is deposited in the central532

part of the KPT, special attention was devoted study-533

ing the heat distribution inside KPT. The temperature534

map inside KPT was obtained using the ANSYS soft-535

ware package using the energy deposition map from the536

FLUKA as an input, and no overheating elements were537

found.538
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FIG. 18. Tungsten absorber cooling setup. The teal color

rectangular block represents the tungsten absorbed while the

copper cooling system is represented with golden brown color.

FIG. 19. fff1244 Temperature distribution inside the tungsten absorber versus x- and y-coordinates at the depth of z = 2.5 cm

along the beam direction inside the tungsten block (left), and temperature versus radial and axial coordinates at an azimuthal

angle of ϕ = 450 (right).
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Appendix A: KPT Shield Layers and Weight653

The approximation for the KPT weight (about654

15, 500 kg) and components for the Collimator cave655

breakdown is given in Table II.656657
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TABLE II. Cost estimates for the KPT and its main parts by Timothy Whitlatch. One need to add about $1K for cooling
system for the beryllium. Total weight of the Be-target assembly is about 15, 500 kg.

KPT Component Qty Cost each Fab cost Total Cost

($) ($) ($)

Beryllium target 1 11,000 11,000

Beryllium support 1 1,100 1,100

Tungsten absorber 1 12,000 12,000

Target lead bricks 1,190 50 2,000 61,500

Target Support structure 1 0 9,000 9,000

Hilman rollers 4 850 3,400

Rails 2 1,850 1,850

Wedge levelers 4 700 2,800

Leveler base plate 4 2,100 2,100

Borated poly sheets 24 583 4,800 18,792

Central support tubes 2 800 1,600

Hardware 76 2.5 190

Cooling plates 4 1,240 4,960

Water cooling system 1 20,000 20,000

Shielding wall lead bricks 792 50 39,600

Vacuum beamline 1 5,000 5,000

Concrete block shielding wall 1,188 5 5,940

Support for shield wall 2 3,300 6,600

Total 207,432


